HAPPY THE HEDGEHOG!

Uh oh! It looks like Happy has lost his quills. Use autumn leaves (included or real!) to make him a special fall outfit.

Supplies in kit

- hedgehog template
- 1 googly eye
- “autumn leaves”
- 1 felt nose

What you’ll need from home

- black marker
- glue stick

Directions

1. Apply Happy’s fall leaves with the glue stick, beginning at the top and layer downward until Happy is covered with colorful quills.

2. Add the happy smile (with black marker), and glue on his googly eye and fuzzy black nose. Now Happy is a happy and colorful hedgehog!

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS

Our Friend Hedgehog: The Story of Us by Lauren Castillo
Hedgie Blasts Off by Jan Brett
Tea for Ten by Lena Anderson
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